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Controlling the Rainbow Maxx is simple. There is a single control button on the end of the luminaire opposite the 
power input underneath a waterproof cap. The button has three functions and allows the user to change the mode, 
cycle through various effects and adjust the speed of the effect. There are two modes: animated or static color. 
Static color mode includes the ability to flash the color.

• Single Short Press - A single short press of the control button will cycle through the shows available in the current 
mode (animated or static color).

• Single Long Press (2-3 Seconds) - Pressing and holding the control button for 2-3 seconds will change the mode of 
the fixture from Animated to Static Color or Static Color to Animated. Hold the button down until the fixture briefly 
flashes off to confirm that the mode has changed.

• Double Short Press - A double short press (2 clicks) of the control button allows you to change the speed of the 
animation or flash a single color. The speed of the animations are set from the factory at the ideal speed for a given 
effect. There are 4 animation speeds and 3 flashing speeds available. 

 • Power Off Behavior - The luminaire stores the last programmed show into memory so that if it is powered down, 
it will start back up to the last show that was active. From the factory, the luminaire is set to default to the rainbow 
show when it is first powered on.

Controlling The Fixture

#1: Rainbow - Continuous scrolling 7-color change
#2: Solid Color Change - Rotating solid 9-color change
#3: Blue & Red Scrolling- Blue background with Red 
       scrolling back and forth
#4: Blue & Green Scrolling- Blue background with Green 
       scrolling back and forth
#5: Orange & Blue Scrolling- Orange background with 
       Blue scrolling back and forth
#6: Lime & Pink Scrolling- Lime background with Pink 
       scrolling back and forth
#7: Green & Red Twitch- Green and Red altering sections
#8: Pink & Lime Twitch- Pink and Lime altering sections
#9: Blue & Red Twitch- Blue & Red altering sections

 #1:Rainbow
 #2: Blue
 #3: Red
 #4: Green
 #5: Purple (Violet)
 #6: Lime
 #7: Orange
 #8: Cyan
 #9: Yellow
 #10: Pink

Animated Show Effects  Solid Colors (Includes Flashing Effect)


